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1 AN ORDINANCE establishing the protocol committee;

2 adding a new chapter to K.C.C. Title 2A and repealing

3 Ordinance 8936, Section l.

4 STATEMENT OF FACTS:

5 1. As authorizedby Ordinance 8936 in 1989, the King County council,

6 the executive and the superior court judges entered into an agreement ("the

7 protocol agreement") establishing a process for assessing and meeting

s judicial and related staffing needs in superior court. The protocol

9 agreement mandated development of a methodology for determining the

10 need for future judicial positions.

tL 2. Since 1989, the methodology used to evaluate judicial need has

L2 evolved, reflecting the improved depth of data available to superior court.

13 The methodology, focusing on trends in pending caseload, age of pending

1.4 cases and the use of pro tem judicial resources, has been modified twice,

15 in 1998 and2007, to further improve its effectiveness and accuracy.

16 3. The parties to the protocol agreement agree that public transparency

t7 would be improved by replacing the protocol agreement and establishing a

18 framework, codified in King County Code, under which recommendations

1,
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19 for future changes to the number ofjudges or commissioners needed in the

20 superior court would be made to the legislative and executive branches.

2t BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COLTNCIL OF KING COUNTY:

22 SECTION 1. Section 2 of this ordinance shall constitute a new chapter in K.C.C.

23 Title 24.

24 NEW SECTION. SECTION 2. A. A protocol committee is hereby established.

25 The committee shall be composed of the following members:

26 l. One superior court judge, selected by that court, who shall be the chair of the

27 committee;

28 2. One member of the council, selected by the council chair;

29 3. The executive or the executive's designee; and

30 4. One representative of the King County Bar Association, selected by that

31 association.

32 B. The responsibilities of the protocol committee shall be to review and, as

33 necessary, to revise the methodology for evaluating the number ofjudges or

34 commissioners needed in the superior court and to make recommendations to the council

35 and the executive on any changes to the number of superior court judges or

36 commissioners as a result of the outcomes learned from applying the methodology.

37 C.1. A technical committee is hereby established. The committee shall be

38 composed of the following members:

39 a. one employee from the legislative branch, selected by the chair or the chair's

40 designee;

4t b. one employee from the superior court, selected by that court; and

2
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42 c. one employee from the executive branch, selected by the executive or the

43 executive's designee.

44 2. Technical committee members shall have experience in statistical methods

45 and knowledge of court administration.

46 D. The technical committee shall be convened by the chief administrative offrcer

47 of the superior court. The responsibilities of the technical committee shall be to assist the

48 protocol committee in applying the methodology to determine judicial need. The

49 committee shall: collect data; analyze and advise the protocol committee on the

50 statistical outcomes produced from applying the methodology; and recommend changes

51 to the number of superior court judges or commissioners and changes to the methodology

52 used to determine the number ofjudges or commissioners needed in the superior court, as

53 may be appropriate.

54 E. The chair of the protocol committee shall convene the protocol committee to

55 review any proposed change in the number of superior court judges or commissioners

56 based on the applied methodology.

57 F. The protocol committee shall transmit a report to the executive and to the

58 council making recommendations on the number ofjudges or commissioners needed in

59 the superior court. The report shall describe in detail the methodology applied, the

60 rationale for the methodology, including any changes to the methodology, and any

6L conclusion reached with regard to the number ofjudges or commissioners needed in the

62 superior court. The committee's report to the council shall be transmitted in the form of a

63 paper original and an electronic copy to the clerk of the council, who shall retain the

64 original and provide an electronic copy to all councilmembers.

3
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65 G. The executive shall transmit to the council a letter reflecting acceptance of the

66 protocol committee's recommendations or suggesting any revisions to the protocol

67 committee's recommendations and the basis for these revisions. The executive's letter

68 shall be transmitted in the form of a paper original and an electronic copy to the clerk of

69 the council, who shall retain the original and provide an electronic copy to all

4
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7t

72

70 councilmembers.

SECTION 3. Ordinance 8936, Section 1, is hereby repealed.

Ordinance 18317 was introduced on 612712016 and passed by the Metropolitan King
County Council on711112016, by the following vote:

Yes: 9 - Mr. von Reichbauer, Mr. Gossett, Ms. Lambert, Mr. Dunn,
Mr. McDermott, Mr. Dembowski, Mr. Upthegrove, Ms. Kohl-Welles
and Ms. Balducci
No: 0
Excused:0

KING COUNTY COUNCIL
KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON

ChairJ

ATTEST:

Anne Noris, Clerk of the
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Measuring the Need for Judicial Positions in King County Superior Court
- An update of the 2007 Protocol lndicators

December 2015

Background

ln 1989, the three branches of King County government entered into a protocol agreement concerning the criteria for
adding judges in King County Superior Court. ln that agreement, the King County Council authorized the addition of 4
judges for King County Superior Court. lt also mandated "the development of long-term methodology for determining
future judicial staffing needs ..."

Between 1989 and 1998, the court used the 1989 protocol to determine thejudicial needs for King County Superior

Court. ln 1998, a working group consisting of staff of the three branches of County government was formed to
evaluate the 1989 protocol. After an extensive discussion, the working group felt that the parameters specified in the

1989 protocol had significant deficiencies and that the protocol parameters needed to be revised.

ln 1998, the working group developed and proposed a new set of indicators to measure the need for judicial positions

in King County Superior Court. The new protocol parameters were more appropriate for measuring judicial need based

on several factors. As a result, the three branches of King County government approved the proposed changes and

entered into a new protocol agreement which governed the addition of judges in King County Superior Court. ln the

1998 protocol, three specific indicators and associated criteria were specified. When the criteria for one of the three
indicators are met, it prompts a discussion and full analysis on whetherthe court is in need of additional judges.

Specifically, the three indicators measure the trends in: L) pending caseload; 2) age of pending cases; and 3) the

utilization of pro tem judicial resources.

ln 2005, a more rigorous review and analysis of the three existing indicators was carried out regarding the reliability of
the methodology and the relevance of the indicators. As a result of that effort in 2005, modifications were suggested

to change the way the three indicators were calculated and to improve the effectiveness of these three indicators,

This review and analysis led to the adoption of a new protocol agreement between the court, the Executive, and the
County Council in 2007.

Since200T,thecourthasbeenapplyingthe200Tprotocol agreementtomeasurethejudicial needsofthecourt. The

court added its last judge position in 2008 in response to the striking increase in filings between 2005 and 2007. While

the methodology in the 2007 protocol indicators remain valid, we need to note that the 2007 protocol agreement was

based on caseload and judicial resource data from prior to 2005. Since the adoption ofthe protocol agreement in

2007, there have been significant changes in many areas. The notable changes are: 1) filing patterns in criminal,

lnvoluntary Treatment Act (lTA), and juvenile offender cases; 2) the expansion of specialized treatment courts; and 3)

the court's resource allocation as a response to the ever-changing environment in both the budget arena and court

operations. These changes have made the indicators, particularly the Weighted Caseload lndex indicator, in the 2007

protocol agreement outdated, since they were based on data from prior to 2005. lt is necessary to revisit and update

the protocol indicators using more current data on both case volume and judicial resource allocation while upholding

the underlying methodology and rationale.

2007 Protocol lndicators

ln this section, we briefly review the three protocol indicators as specified ¡n the 2007 inter-government agreement.

These three indicators are:

1) The caseload indicator (weighted caseload index, or WCI):

The computed WCI hos shown to be equol or greoter thon 1.02 in four consecutive quarters.
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WCI = l(weight * current pending caseload) = 0.11IP, + 0.039 P, +0.062P, + 0.087P4

where P, (i = 7, 2, 3, 4) is the current pending caselood for criminal, civi! and domestic cases without children,

domestic with children ond paternity cases, and juvenile offender ond dependency coses, respectivety. W, (i=7,

2, 3, 4) is the computed weights for the four case categories.

This WCI indicator is the primary and most important indicator among the three protocol parameters. This indicator
examines the guarterly caseloads in four major case types: criminal, civil, domestic, and juvenile offender and
dependency. The weights used in the 2007 indicator were based on caseload data and judicial resource data from
prior to 2005.

2l The age indicator (Al)

The median age of pending cases shows on increose of 10% or more for four consecutive quorters compored to
the same quorter of the previous year.

This age indicator measures the time since filing for the pending cases. lt examines whether a delay in the adjudication
process exists for prolonged periods. lf a significant increase is observed in the age indicator over consecutive periods,

it may point to the fact that delays are occurring. This would initiate an analysis to ascertain whether the court has

adequate judicial resources for properly adjudicating cases without further delay.

3) The pro tem indicator (PTl)

A consistent use of more pro tems than ore required to bockfill for judiciøl vocancies or long term
unplonned absences (i.e. exceeding two weeks) over a period of four quarters.

The third protocol indicator relates to the externaljudicial resources the court utilizes in its operation. Concern may be
warranted if large number of pro tems are used over a long time period. lf the court is using an extremely large
number of pro tems consistently, it may indicate a lack of regular judicial resources. Furthermore, utilization of
significant amount of pro tems and pending caseload is expected to be inversely correlated. lncrease in pro tem
judicial capacity will likely lead to decrease in pending caseload.

When discussing judicial needs, all three indicators should be considered concurrently. Because of the complexity of
the adjudication process and court operations, it is quite possible that the indicators may not uniformly point in the
same direction, to either the over-capacity or under-capacity of judicial resources. Whenever one of the indicators
varies from the specified criteria, a full analysis is needed to ascertain the real situation.

Updating the 2007 lndicators

The 2007 protocol indicators were based on the underlying data from prior to 2005. Many changes in both filing
patterns and court operations have occurred since that time. lt is necessary to revisit the indicators and make
necessary changes.

ln the process of updating the 2007 protocol indicators, it is important to consider the following factors:

(1) Court leadership Time. The efficient management of the court requires utilization of judicial resources for
leadership responsibilities. The opening of the Maleng Regional Justice Center (MRJC) and the establishment of
specialized courts (for example, the Unified Family Court)required judicial resources dedicated to court leadership
responsibilities. As in the 2007 protocol agreement, we still take into account the judicial resource needs for these
management-related leadership duties. Estimating court leadership time is a challenging task since there is often no

clear division between case-related and court leadership duties for chief judges. A feasible approach is to rely upon
the experience of chief judges. After an in-depth discussion with chief judges in 2007, we concluded that a reasonable
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estimate of the time allocated for leadership responsibilities was 25%for all five chief judges - chief MRJC judge,

Seattle chief criminal judge, chief civil judge, chief UFC judge, and chief juvenile judge, for a total of 1.25 FTEs. ln
addition, the presiding judge devotes his/her entire time to court management. Therefore, a total of 2.25 FTEs is

needed for court leadership responsibilities. lt should be noted that this 2.25 FTEs does not capture any time by other
judges for their leadership duties or tasks. ln the current undertaking, we propose keeping the same amount of
leadership time (2.25 FTEs) as in the 2007 agreement.

(2) Modifications. One of the 1998 protocol indicators is based on the pending caseload. However, as examined in the
2007 analysis, there are a significant number of modification matters that are not part of the pending cases because
these modifications are embedded in the existing or already-adjudicated cases, particularly, in the domestic and
paternity case types. These modifications are not counted in new filings or pending cases, and therefore not captured
in regular court statistics even though they require significant judicial intervention and resources. lt is difficult,
perhaps even impossible, to know precisely what proportion of the workload of Superior Court originates from these
modifications. ln the 2007 protocol agreement, the judicial resource needed for these modifications was estimated as

one judge position. Since then, the number of modifications has remained stable, staying just under 2000
modifications annually. Therefore, we will continue to use one judge position for the modifications as in the 2007
protocol agreement.

(3) Focus on cases assigned to judges only. Because the protocol agreement only addresses judge positions, we will
solely consider cases that are either assigned to judges (civil and domestic cases) or primarily presided over by judges
(for example criminal and juvenile offender cases),

There have been changes in how the court assigns judges to special case types. For example, the 2007 protocol
agreement grouped the juvenile dependency and juvenile offender cases together. Unlike 2007, the court now assigns
a dedicated judge to dependency and termination matters, so it is appropriate to exclude the dependency judge and
dependency caseload in our new calculation.

For the development of new weights, we will focus on the following 4 groups of cases: 1.) criminal cases; 2) civil cases

and domestic cases without children; 3) family law cases (domestic cases with children and paternity), and 4)juvenile
offender cases.

We propose an update of the WCI indicator using more recent data in both case volume and judicial resources. We
will recalculate the weights for different case groups. By introducing weights, we acknowledge differences in the
demand for judicial involvement among different case types. lt is important to note that the weights do not further
distinguish potent¡al difference in charges or actions within each category.

Before we start, we need to acknowledge that the determination of weights is still a difficult but criticaltask. For the
purpose of determining weights for different case types, first we need to determine the judic¡al allocations to different
departments. Second, we need to identify the case types managed by the judges in different departments. Again,
since we are evaluating judge needs, we will only focus on the caseload with judge assignments. After we identify the
judicial resource allocation and the caseload assigned to the judges in different departments, we are able to compute
the weights for different case types.

ln summary, we will develop the weights for different case groups by: 1) focusing on the caseload for cases either
assigned to or primarily adjudicated by judges; 2) basing on underlying caseload and judicial resource allocations in
2011,-2014 as baseline data; and 3) addressing the workload related to modification matters not captured in regular
caseload statistics, As a result, we propose a single WCI measure for each quarter. Since the weighted caseload index
is expected to vary from quarter to quarter, we further recommend a smoothing method to capture the trend in the
weighted caseload index.
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Determining Judicial Sources Allocated to Different Cases

Currently, King County Superior Court has 53 judges. Based on our earlier discussion, 2.25 judges are allocated for

court leadership. Excluding the 2.25 FTEs, the judicial resources available for managing cases are 50.75 judges. ln

addition, there is one dedicated judge for ITA and another dedicated judge for juvenile dependency/and termination

matters. Therefore, a total of 48.71judges are available for all other case types, except ITA and dependency and

termination matters. Currently, criminal judges also receive assignment for civil and domestic without children cases.

Criminaljudges manage their assigned civil and domestic cases until trial. lt is estimated that criminaljudges spend

approximately 25% of their time on these assigned civil and domestic matters. As a result of the current judge and

caseload assignment, the number of judges allocated to different case groups is estimated as: criminal (17.75), civil

and domestic without children (20.5), Unified Family Court - domestic cases with children and paternity cases (7.75),

and juvenile offender cases (2.75).

Judicial resourcesforcriminal cases. Themajorityoftheworkloadforjudgesinthecriminal departmentisrelatedto
criminal matters, ln addition, criminal judges also manage a portion of the caseload in civil and domestic cases without

children. While the precise allocation of time that criminal judges spend on criminal and civil/domestic cases without

children is difficult to determine, a reasonable assumption by judges is that criminal judges use 75%o of their time for

criminal cases, and the remainin g25%for civil/domestic cases without children. As a result, a total of L7.75 judges are

assigned to criminal cases. The proportion of judicial resources devoted to criminal cases can be calculated as:

Judicial resources for civil and domestic without children cases. Judges in both criminal and civil departments manage

civil cases as well as domestic cases without children. Based on the number of judges in the two departments, a total

of 20.5 judges are assigned to civil and domestic cases without children cases. The portion of judicial resource

allocated to civil and domestic cases without children is:

R1

R2

Ä.= 8'75 
=0.179" 48.75

- 17 '75 
= 0.364

48.75

- 2o'5 
=0.421

48.75

- 2'75 
= 0.056

48.75

Judicial resources for domestic with children and paternitv cases. Judges in the Unified Family Court (UFC) preside

over all domestic cases with children and paternity cases. Currenlly,T.T5judges are assigned to UFC. As described

earlier, there are about 2000 modifications that are not counted in the caseload since the modifications are

embedded in already-adjudicated cases. To address and offset this unmeasured work for modifications, as in the 2007

protocol agreement, we calculate the weight for domestic cases with children and paternity cases by increasing one

judge. ln this approach, the judicial resource assigned to UFC matters is now 8.75 judges. The portion of judicial

resource for UFC (domestic with children and paternity cases) can therefore be calculated as:

Judicial resources for iuvenile offender cases. Judges in the juvenile department manage juvenile offender cases. A

total of 2.75 judges are assigned to juvenile offender cases. The portion ofjudicial resource forjuvenile offender cases

is determined as:

l?4
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Determining Weights

ln the section above, we have determined the judicial resource allocation to the following case Sroups: 1) criminal;2)

civil and domestic without children; 3) domestic with children and paternity; and 4)juvenile offender. The next step is

to calculate the weights for each case group using the proportions of judicial rësource allocation and the caseload.

Dividing the judicial resource percentage by the caseload gives us a weight for a given case category.

Generically, the weight for each case group can be computed as the ratio of judicial resource over the baseline

caseload, namely

where R, (i=!,2,3,41is the judicial resource allocated to each case group as discussed in the previous section, f
(i=!,2,3,41is the baseline caseload, and W, (i=!,2,3,41is the computed weight.

After significant changes in criminal and offender filirtgs in 2009 and civil filings in 2010, the filings of most categories

have been stable. The judge positions also remain at 53 since 2009. We use the average of quarterly caseloads

between 2011 and 2OI4 as the baseline data. The rationale in using the 2011-2014 data reflects the relative stability in

both caseloads and judicial resources.

Based on these assumptions, the weights for different case groups can be calculated as follows (expressed by a

multiplicat¡on of 1000 as the weight per 1000 cases):

Criminal cases:

Civil and domestic without children cases:

Domestic with children and paternitv cases:

Juvenile offender cases:

rrr R, judicial resource
ff . 

-' P, baseline caseload

W, =0'364 x1000 = 0.131' 2183

lry" = 
o'421 

xlooo = 0.042' 1001 8

W" =0'179 xlooo = 0.080" 2250

W. =o'056 xl000 = 0.086" 656

A larger weight reflects the fact that a case in the corresponding group requires more judicial resource. Based on the

caseloads for the 4 years (2}!t-2}t4l, the resulting weights for different case groups is ranked as:

Criminal (0.131) > Juvenile Offender (0.086) > UFC (0.080) > Civit and Domestic without children (0.042).
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Weighted Caseload lndex (WCl)

After establishing the weights for different case types, we can compute the weighted caseload index (WCl) using these

weights and the current caseloads in evaluating the judicial resource need. This WCI is a summation of the product

between the weights and current caseloads at the reporting time (for example at each quarter end), This can be

written mathematically as

ITCI =ZW,p, = ){weieht* current pending caseload) =WtPr+WzPz+W3P3+W4P4

= 0.13 tP, + 0.042P, + 0.080P, + 0.086P4

where { (i = L,2,3, 4) are the current caseload for criminal, civil and domestic without children, domestic with

children and paternity, and juvenile offender cases, respectively; W, (i=!,2,3,41are the computed weights.

A deviation from a WCI value of 100 indicates the relationship between current judicial resources and the underlying

data from 2OLt-20!4.1n other words, a WCI of greater than 100 means under-capacity of judicial resources and a WCI

value of less than 100 points in the other direction.

Smoothing WCI

It is anticipated that the WCI will show fluctuations from quarter to guarter even using the weighted approach. As

mentioned before, the intention of the protocol agreement is to detect the trend across time. Therefore, we need to

smooth out the potential short term ups and downs in the WCl. One approach is to take the running average of the

WCls of previous reporting periods immediately before the current period. ln this revision, we still recommend the

average of a total 4 quarters (current quarter plus three previous quarters) be utilized to minimize the influence of the

fluctuations in the WCl.

The court currently has approximately 49 judges for criminal, civil, domestic, paternity and juvenile offender cases, so

each judge has roughly 2% of lhe caseload. One may assume that every 2 points in the smoothed WCI approximately

reflects one judge position.

Summary

Since the implementation of the 2007 protocol agreement, we have applied the three protocol indicators to monitor

the need for judicial positions in King County Superior Court. A revision is necessary to weight different case types

using more relevant data from 201L through 2014. While keep the age indicator (Al) and pro tem indicator (PTl)

unchanged, we recommend and propose a change in the computation of the Weighted Caseload lndex (WCl).

Therefore, the new protocol indicators are:

lf condition for one or more of the following three protocol indicators is met, the court should conduct a

full analysis to ¡nvest¡gate the adequacy of judge positions in King County Superior Court.

WCllndicator

"A 2-point deviation from a scale of 100 in WCI represents approximately L judge position

WCI =f (weight*current pendingcaseload) = 0.13LP,+0.042P, +0.080P, +0.086P4
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where { (i = !,2,3, 4) are the current caseload for criminal, civil and domestic cases without children,

domestic with children and paternity cases, and juvenile offender cases, respectively,

Age lndicator (Al)

The median age of pending cases shows an increase of 10% or more for four consecutive quorters compared
to the ssme quarter of the previous year.

Pro tem lndicator (PTl)

A consistent use of more pro tems thon ore required to bockfill for judicial vocancies or long term
unplanned obsences (i.e. exceeding two weeks) over a period of four quorters.
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PRÕTOCÖL INÐICATÕRs

Pmtrorêd 20161989 1999 2IX}6
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Prstoco| Commlttee AgfcemÊnt

The Frotocolf;ommittee met on M¡rch 1¡, 2016 ¡nd March ¡5, ¿Ot6 to cqnslder the recommendetinns
of thË fffhnlËl subçommittee. All brrt on€ of the Protocol Commlttsa orembe¡s were pre*ent on
March ll, 2{l!.6: Judge Sunn Craþhcad (Chalrl; Councilmember €f¡udi¡ Belducci; and Xing Couñty åsr
A$odütlon ßepr€ientåtivB Stew flovig wËre Þres€nl. King County Executfue reprerentatiye ù#¡tht
Direþ wes absenL All mernber of the Prôtocol€om¡nittee were present on M¡rch ?5, 2016. Members
of the TÊchn¡c¡l Committee pr€fÊnt on M¡rrl¡ 1.2,1016: Cllf Curry tCouncilst¡ff); Shiquan Uao and Barb
Miner{ûeprrtrnentofJudlc}¡lAdminlstratlonhandPaulSherfey{SuperiorCourtf. Ålsoatte*dlrqtha
fú¡rch 12,2016 ¡es ion tras l(rista Carnendnd (Coundl st¡ff}" h4rmbers of the TechnicalCommittee
presentadon Mrrch 2L 1016; Êlly sl¡kÌe {Eudget ûfflcah Cllf Curryerxf l(stherln€ Cortes {Councll strfi}
Shþuån llao {Oepartment of Judid¡l Âdm¡nEtrutlrn} end PaulSherfiey {fuperiórCaurt},
Followlng dlscusrlon on March ?5, 2016, the PrutocolCornmltte€ reco¡nmend¡ thåt the lüng Counly
Êxecutiw rnd lKlng County Council:

1. Åccept the re¡lsed unlghtsd Ëseload Index {WCll using new weightr and currÊnt c¡selods in
aralu¡tlon of ttre judidalresourca need:

lilCl lsdbrtor

"A z,patnt tler'Þtfan froø a ¡cdle øf fio ìn |NCl repreænts oppro,vimotËfy I J¡rdoe pasitlon:

ÍfCI - f{weight*currcntpendingcasclond}-" 0.13lfi +0.042Fr +û.080F¡ +û,û86P.

**r.æ fi {i ; \ 3,3, 4} rre the a¡rrênt caselsad for rrirninai, civíl and domestic c¡seg without
children, domestìc with childrpn and paternity æse$ and iuvenile offend€r cases,

fË5pr€tlvely,

No change b proposed in thp second tnd third prutoeo! indk¡tors;

Art tndlcrtor{All

Iltc n¡ed¡on age oJ pendìng csse* säory¡ øn increost of l0?ô x mwe for fwr coasecutÍve
q¡¡ort€nr cTfrfipoedto tl¡e sañf flrûrtÊr dtùË greviousyeor.

Pmt¿¡n lñdlcãtoi'{ml

Á coflr¡ttent use of morc pra teñs thtú are'Êguired æ Þøck/ilJ for judiciel varaacie¡ ar long

terøanplannedøbsences{i.e. exreeding twawæksJ over a perlod aílaurquøfters.

2. Atrtlcipate a radlrsttlon of two (ll judicl¡l officer positions in thÊ Superior Courtus proposed
201f/2018 budget proporat, based upon theJudklelofficer *urpl,us as lndlc*ted by apBlyirt¡
cuffËnt data agalnst the ncw protocol indicðton,
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AÐ^l 5- 2otb
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Susan Craigheaã, Presidi nâ¡Age Chaii

The Protocol Commlttee expresses lts agreement wlth th¡s summary

Date

Ma7't,ÉrlL ?-7-/6
.fudia Balducci, KináCounty Councit Date

ively, Director dget & Fiscal Management Date

Rovig, King Co t¡on o"\[

¿1-1-tr.
Dwight

t/t,;l t3, as.t t-


